In this paper we propose a simple and novel method for head pose estimation using 3D geometric modeling. Our algorithm initially employs Haar-like features to detect face and facial features area (more precisely eyes). For robust tracking of these regions; it also uses Tracking-LearningDetection(TLD) frame work in a given video sequence. Based on two human eye-areas, we model a pivot point using distance measure devised by anthropometric statistic and MPEG-4 coding scheme. This simple geometrical approach relies on human facial feature structure on the camera-view plane to estimate yaw, pitch and roll of the human head. The accuracy and effectiveness of our proposed method is reported on live video sequence considering head mounted inertial measurement unit (IMU).
Introduction
Head pose estimation is vital in many head gesture interfaces and machine vision applications such as face modeling [1] , gaze estimation [2, 3] and affect analysis [4] . Most of these applications require accurate 3D orientation of human head. 3D orientation of human head using monocular camera (i.e. 2D information with absence of depth) is always a challenging task [5] . Automatic analysis and synthesis of head movement from 2D image(s) is an active field and for practical reasons researchers assume that head movement can be modeled as a disembodied rigid object with 3 degree of freedom (DOF) i.e., yaw, pitch and roll [5] . In general, human head pose estimation approaches can be broadly categorized in eight classes namely; Appearance-template, detector-array, nonlinear-regression, manifold-embedding, tracking, hybrid, geometric methods and finally flexible models (see [5] for more details).
Appearance-template based approaches, also called key frame based approaches, use information previously acquired about the user (automatically or manually) to estimate the head position and orientation [12] . Detector-array approaches calculate the pose of head by training a series of head detectors using SVM, Adaboost cascades and neural networks [13, 14] . Nonlinear-regression approaches build a relation of face images with head poses from a large number of training data [15] . Manifold embedding approaches also called dimensionality reduction based approaches, where linear/non-linear embedding of the face images is used for pose estimation [16, 17] . Tracking based approaches also called motion based approaches, track the position and orientation of the head through video sequences using pair-wise registration [18] . Flexible models are those that fit non-rigid model to the facial features of each individual in the image plane for example active shape model [19] , active appearance model [20] and CLM [21] .
Geometric methods consider facial feature (such as eyes corners, nose tip, and lip corners) locations and their relative orientation-relationship to estimate the head pose [22, 23, 24, 25] . As these methods depend on accurate detection of facial landmarks, hence all most all geometric methods have difficulty to cope with occlusion. Our approach significantly differs from previously proposed geometric methods as it considers relationship between two eyes area and whole frontal face area in order to calculate pivot point as origin of head movement. It also employs Tracking Learning Detection (TLD) approach to successfully overcome occlusion problem.
In this paper, we propose a novel and simple approach for pose estimation using a monocular camera by exploiting eyes region relationship with human face area to estimate the head pose. We estimate the distance between the eyes and use facial animation parameters provided by MPEG-4 [6] to estimate a pivot point (i.e., 3D origin of face). The head motion is made possible by movement of the skull with cervical vertebrae known as C2 acts as the pivot point for the motion [7] . Once the origin of human head is estimated we used our geometric based approach to extract yaw, pitch and roll angles. Section II describes our head modeling approach. Section III describes the results of experiments. Finally in section IV we present analysis of our algorithm with concluding remarks.
Head Orientation Modeling
Our approach proposes a computational model for head-pose based on anthropometric model and facial geometry using MPEG-4 facial animation parameters [6, 7] . Our algorithm models a coordinate system based on calculated pivot point being fixed at the cervical vertebrae. Formally, the image plane coincides with the camera's XY-plane and the viewing direction coincides with the Z-axis, where α, β and γ (yaw, pitch and roll, respectively) denote the three rotation angles of human head about the Y, X and Z axis, respectively. Here O yaw and O pitch denote the pivot point of yaw and pitch, and E Left , E Right and E Mid denote left-eye center, right-eye center and eyes midpoint, respectively. The coordinates of each point be {X, Y, Z} (see Fig. 1 ). Our framework consists of three steps. Firstly, eyes and face regions are estimated from monocular 2D image. Secondly, we calculate 3D pivot points for yaw and pitch based on anthropometric statistic and MPEG-4 facial parameters. Finally, to estimate the head orientation we employ TLD approach to track the detected facial feature regions and their corresponding points of interests in successive frames. Fig. 1 . From left to right -The three degrees-of-freedom framework used for representation of head orientation in current work (i.e. Yaw, Pitch and Roll); and estimated facial points (E Left , E Mid , E Right ) and pivot points (O yaw , O pitch ) detected for tracking in successive frames using TLD.
ROI Detection
Our algorithm uses two regions of interest as first step; i.e., eyes region and face region. These regions are chosen as they conform to large spatial head turns and they have higher probability of being uniquely detected in a video sequence. In literature, there exist many algorithms to detect the face and eyes regions robustly and accurately (see [11] for more details). For current work, we use Haar-like features to detect face and facial feature regions (eyes) in given frame [8] . Haar-like feature algorithm utilizes a boosted cascade of simple feature classifiers to detect object region in an image. Although these detectors demonstrated high processing speeds, but high detection rate can only be achieved for rather strictly near front faces. This introduces the loss-of-tracking problem when the face rotates at a big angle. To overcome this loss-of-tracking problem, we use Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) frame work [9] , a tracking framework that explicitly decomposes the long-term tracking task into tracking, learning and detection. The TLD method is designed for long-term tracking of arbitrary objects in unconstrained environment. The TLD framework improves the tracking performance by combining a detector and an optical-flow tracker. It works well in extreme poses and in occlusion. The problem with TLD is that it needs manual initialization by creating a bounding box using mouse. To this end, Haar algorithm is employed to overcome this shortcoming as an initialization step. Hence, our method estimate the initial location of eyes and face using Haar-like features in a first frame, then the bounding box of these regions are provided to TLD for tracking purposes in successive frames.
Estimation of Pivot Point
According to facial animation parameters by MPEG-4, pivot point (3D origin of face) for yaw and pitch movement are assumed to be at C2 of the spinal column (cervical vertebra) based on anthropometric knowledge (as shown in fig. 2 ). Where FW and FH are face width and face height respectively and ES equals eye separation distance divides by 1024. The angle α i between Y i and Z-axis gives Yaw angle for frame i, as shown in fig. 3 (a) . Formally α i can be derived as;
Pose Recovery
For pitch angle estimation at frame i, let vector V i is from pitch pivot point O pitch = {X Opitch , Y Opitch , Z Opitch } to eyes midpoint E iMid = {X iMid , Y iMid , Z iMid } in three-dimensional space,
By projecting V i (3D vector) to YZ plane (2D vector) constitute another vector P i .
The angle β i between P i and Z-axis gives Pitch angle for frame i, as shown in fig. 3(b) . Formally β i can be derived as;
Similarly for roll angle estimation a 2D vector R i is constructed from left eye center E Left = {X Left , Y Left } to right eye center E Right = {X Right , Y Right } in XY-plane is given as,
The angle γ i between R i and X-axis gives Roll angle for frame i, as given below;
The α i , β i and γ i give estimated angles for yaw, pitch and roll respectively. 
Experimental Results
To evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method, we compared pose values (Yaw, Pitch, Roll) of our algorithm with pose values of head mounted inertial measurement unit(IMU) as ground truth. We have selected IMU as a ground truth because almost all available head pose data set on internet are annotated with IMU. In  Fig. 4 , a person is wearing a helmet containing IMU for ground truth values and face and eyes regions are selected for our approach to get actual pose values. The evaluation is conducted during real-time by simultaneously recording and comparing values of IMU with the pose values from our approach.
The experiment was conducted in which subject appears to be sitting at a distance of about 2 feet from the camera and is asked to move freely within the range of 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we propose a novel and simple method for head pose estimation using geometric facial regions in a video sequence. Proposed geometric method employs anthropometric knowledge of face to create model for head motion as rigid body movement by introducing pivot points for yaw and pitch. Our algorithm employs TLD tracker for tracking facial region even under occluded environment. We divided the computation of yaw, pitch and roll into separate estimation of orientation about Y, X and Z-axis, respectively. It can be seen from the results that our method is comparable and, in case performs identical to head motion estimation based on IMU. Our algorithm can simultaneously estimate yaw, pitch and roll angles in each frame with accuracy. Furthermore, the advantage of the proposed scheme is that no prior knowledge regarding camera parameters and distance of the user from the camera is needed. This work has successfully solved the problem of head pose using monocular camera under un-intrusive and uncontrolled environment.
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